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27 Caimas. (C. 1178-6) 
Miy invention relates to the transnission of 

electric3 inpuses to for pictures. While it is 
pariticardy Applicebe to television-i. e., te 
transirission of Successive inages, each within 
the optical period, giving the appearance of moe. 
tion to the object pictured-ii, also as a general 
applicability to electrical picture transmission 
Systemaš. 
An object of any invention is to provide a means 

of increasing the sensitivity of a teievision trans 
mitter. 
Another object of Eny invention is to provide 

a mea. Els of increasing the detail of the trans 
Initted picture. 

Still another object of Gly invegation is to die 
Crease the effect por the transiritted picture 
of “noise', that is, of stray implises generated 
by nechanical shocks to the transnission appa 
ratus, or by induction from adjacen apparas 
Or lines. 
ivy invention as other objects and valuate 

features, some of which wil: ee set forth in the 
following description of my invention which is 
illustrated in the drawings forming part of the 
Specification. It is to be understood that dio 
Rot linit nyseli to the showing nade by the said. 
description and drawings, as may adopt vary 
ing forns of my invention within the scope of 
the claims. 

Refering to the dira.Wªyings:--- 
Figure i is an axia sections. Viety of a trans 

???ing photo-electric cell embodiying any inven 
O 

Figure 2 is a transverse sectional view of the 
Sane cell, the plane of section being indicated 
by the line 3-2 of Fig. 3, 

Figure 3 is a detail view on a greatly enlarged 
Scale of the target of the cell with its shield, 
showing the Scanning apertures. 

Figure 4 is a schematic diagran of the trans 
nitting apparatus. 

Figure 5 is a diagram of the transmitting cis 
curits. - 

Figures 6, 7 and 8 are frequency response 
curves of the various parts of the apparatus. 

All methods of electrical picture transmission 
which have thus far been proposed involve the 
Systematic paSSage of a Scanning element over 
the pictured area to dissect or analyze it into 
elementary areas, the picture current being pro 
portional at each instant to the mean light in 
tensity from the elementary area, covered at that 
instant by the scanning element or, in indirect 
processes, to an equivalent quantity. Scanning 
elements of Various types have been devised, such 

enbraced 

&S light beans, conductive feelers, Cathode ray 
peracils, AId moving ap8rtures, but since the end 
grode, of the process is a picture, it has been 
found coverient to adopt optical terrins in refer 
Iring to the process, and therefore the scanning 
eiernean, Whatever its nature, is termed an 'ape'a 
ture', and its conductivity, permeability to the 
election strean, or other equivalent quality is 
Referred to as its 'tignsparency'. 
Wille this terrinology ileads to sorme apparent 

absurdities, in tha; an 'aperture' may be a na 
teria. ooject, it is adopted here as being the most 
genera thus far proposed. It will be apparent 
?tinai, žižä this sease the “aperture” is that por 
tio Cíf the Syste?: w7kaicha dietermines sinape Oš 
the elementary picture areas and their size as 
compared with the picture as a whole. 
Since the picture current can represent only 

öine mean illumination from the elementary area, 
37 the aperture, it follows that no de 

tails smaller than this area, can be reproduced. 
It also followys that abrupt transitions from light 
to shade is the reproduced picture are impos 
Sible, the transitio; occupying an interval core 
sponding to the aperture width. Considered in 
electrica: terms, it means that picture current 
components of frequencies higher than a definite 
cut of value are either attenuated or completely 
Sappressed. is is known as the 'aperture 
effect'. 

It is obvious that from the Standpoint of rea 
Eproduction of detaii, the Saller the aperture 
used, he better will be the picture. However, 
a reduction in aperture involves a corresponding 
reduction in the sensitivity of the device and 
altho this Inay in some degree be compensated 
for by amplification, a point is quickly reached 
Where accidentai effects of induction, mechani 
cal vibration of amplifier tubes, and the like, 
become so great as to mask the picture currents 
to a greater or less extent, and the quality of 
the picture is seriously inpaired. These mask 
ing influences are all grouped under the term 
“noise”, since in genesis and effect they are di 
rectly analagous to noise in a telephone system. 
The intensity level of the picture currents must 
be materially higher than the noise level if a 
satisfactory picture is to result. The interferent 
noise which disturbs picture transmission has 
been found by experiment to occur chiefly at 
relatively low frequencies, its maximum intensity 
usually occurring at less than 1000 cycles. 

In general terms, my invention comprises the 
generation of picture currents having both high 
and low frequency components, the component 
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2 
frequencies upon which interference occurs being 
disproportionately large, and then equalizing or 
proportionalizing the components after genera-- 
tion. This may be done in a television trans 
mitter by providing a scanning apparatus hav 
ing a large and a small aperture, with which the 
picture area is simultaneously scanned, and by 
paSSing the combined currents thru a network 
which attenuates the low frequencies more than 
the high, or what is equivalent, amplifies the high 
frequencies more than the low. The Small aper 
ture determines the limit of detail in the pic 
ture; the large aperture raises the intensity of 
the frequencies within the interference range 
well above the noise level, and greatly increase 
the sensitivity of the apparatus. 
In practice, I have embodied my invention in 

a television transmitter of the type described in 
my copending applications, Serial No. 159,540, 
filed January 7, 1927, now Patent 1773,980, grant 
ed Aug. 26, 1930, and Serial No. 270,673, filed 
April 17, 1928. The transmitter comprises a dis 
Sector tube having a cylindrical glass envelope 6, 
having at one end a flat window 7 and at the 
Other a stem 8 upon which the elements of the 
tube are Supported, and thru which certain of 
he leads pass. 
The inner end of the stem carries a short glass 

billar 9 terminating in a square button f. The 
button supports a glass plate 2 which has a 
metallized Surface on which is deposited a photo 
'ensitive film. A metal clip or spider 3 holds the 
late in place and makes contact with the photo 
ensitive film, and a lead 4, secured to the clip, 
paSSes out thru the stem 8. 
A band clamp 6 surrounds the stem, and to 

his are secured wires 7 which carry the anode 
tructure, which comprises a screen 8 of wire 
lesh, parallel and closely adjacent to the photo 
ensitive cathode surface, and a cylindrical screen 
9, also of wire mesh, which conforms closely to 
he inner Surface of the envelope, extending from 
ne transverse screen 18 to within a short distance 
f the Window T. A wire frame 2 stiffens the 
3reens and is Secured, preferably by welding, to 
he Support Wires fl. An anode lead 22 is sealed 
liru the stem and also connects with the sup 0r Wires. 
The tip 23, thru which the tube is evacuated, 
formed at the seal 24 which joins the stem with 
he cylindrical body of the envelope. The tip 
protected by the base 26 which is formed of 
Sulating material and supports the tube when 
use. The base carries contact pins 27 which 

irminate the anode and cathode leads. 
Joining the envelope at the other end of the 
be, adjacent the window 7, is a short side tube 
. This tube carries a tubular metal shield 32 
mounted by a cap 33. A wire target 34, pref 

ably of nickel or other material which is a 
od Secondary emitter of electrons, extends 
thin the shield and is spaced and insulated 
Dm it by the beads 36. Separate leads 37 and 
are connected to the shield and target respec 
'ely, and are sealed thru the end of the side 
be 3. 
ternally by a metal sleeve 39, to which the 
ield lead 3 is connected. 
Adjacent the end of the shield 3?, facing the 
thode and in the axis of the tube, is an aper 
e 4. The aperture is covered by a screen 42 
fine wire mesh, and in the center of this screen 
smaller aperture 43 which is materially larger . 

in the mesh of the screen. The aperture 4 
preferably rectangular, or at least elongated 

The side tube is protected and shielded 

2,037,711 
in form, with the central aperture 43 occupying 
its full width. Both apertures may be square or 
round if desired, but this results in a lower trans 
mission of detail in one direction than in the 
other if the scanning frequencies are markedly 
different, as is usually the case. 
ASSociated with the tube is certain auxiliary 

apparatus, which is diagrammatically indicated 
in Figures 4 and 5. An optical system, indicated 
in the figures by the lens 46, focuses an image 
Of the object to be pictured thru the window 7 
Onto the photo-electric cathode. 
liberated from the elementary areas of the sur 
face of the cathode in proportion to their illumi 
nation, and these electrons are drawn toward 
the anode by a potential supplied by the battery 
47, which is connected between the cathode and 
anode. The major portion of these electrons pass 
thru the Screen 8 into the equipotential space 
within the Screen 9, and these continue to travel 
longitudinally of the tube with practically un 
diminished velocity. 
The tube is surrounded by a coil 48, which is 

Supplied with direct current by a generator 49 
to produce a practically uniform magnetic field 
Within the tube and coaxial therewith. This field 
focuses the electron stream, and is adjusted by 
means of the rheostat 5 to bring the focus into 
the plane of the aperture 4, as is explained in 
my copending application Serial No. 270,673 
above mentioned. 
The focused stream of electrons is deflected by coils 52, 52 and 53, 53, which are supplied re 

Spectively by the high frequency oscillator 54 
and the low frequency oscillator 56, so that all 
parts of the electrical image in turn sweep over 
the compound aperture to accomplish the scan 
ning action. The high frequency scanning takes 
place in the direction of the longer axis of the 
aperture, the low frequency movement of the 
image during each high frequency traverse 
preferably being equal to the width of the aper 
ture. Those electrons entering the aperture im 
pinge on the target, liberating secondary elec 
trons. The shield 32 is maintained at the anode 
potential by the battery 47. The target 34 is 
connected to a point on the same battery which 
keeps it somewhat negative with respect to the 
Shield, and the Secondary electrons are therefore 
drawn to the shield, constituting a current which 
flows from the battery to the shield, and thence 
to the target and back thru a high resistance 57 
to the battery. This refers to the conventional 
'current flow', and not to the actual electron 
flow, which is in the reverse direction. 

It will be appreciated that Some of those elec 
trons falling on the screened portion of the aper 
ture will be stopped by the wires, which thus 
Serve to reduce the transparency of the aperture. 
All of the electrons falling on the aperture 43, 
however, will pass unimpeded to the target, and 
the central aperture therefore has a higher trans 
parency than the larger aperture which emi 
braces it. vn 

The picture current produced by the tube, thus 
represents two superposed pictures, one having 
high contrast and small detail, the other smaller 
contrast and greater detail. Electrically this is 
represented by Figure 6, in which curve 6 repre 
sents the frequency characteristic of the tube, 
and curve 62 represents the noise level. Pic 
torially we may think of the resultant picture as 
One in which the large masses are shown in full 
Contrast, while the details are sketched in lightly. 

Electrons are 
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2,08,?22. 
amplified and passed on to the line 63, which 
may be either a transmission line or the input 
circuit of a radio transmitter. The amplifier 
shown includes the usual vacuum tubes. 64, S5, 
With coupling networks comprising the plate re 
Sistors 6, coupling condensers 68, and grid re 
sistors. 69. The condensers S8 are of relatively 
OW capacity and the grid resistors of Somewhat 
OWer resistance than Would ordinarily be used. 
This results in the amplifier discriminating 

against the lower frequencies, its response curve 
being approximately as shown in curve Fig 
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uret. This curve taken in connection with the 
curve 6: gives an over-all response curve such as 
is shown in Figure 8, curve 2. It will be noted 
that the frequency characteristic is substantially 
flat up to the cut of point which is determined 
by the aperture 33. The low frequencies have 
been reduced to their normal values, or propor 
tionalized, the noise level has been correspond 
ingly reduced, and the details, of the pictures re 
sulting from the currents will have their full 
contrast values. Absolute flatness of the over-all 
curve is not essential, as the eye has a wide tol 
erance in this regard. In Some cases it has even 
been found of advantage to over-attenuate the 
low frequencies, causing, the high frequencies to 
dominate in the resultant characteristic. 

It is obvious that it is inimaterial at What point 
in the system the proportionalizing is done. So 
called “equalizing networks', which attenuate 
certain component frequencies as Compared to 
others, are well known in telephone practice, and 
the particular type used in this instance is purely 
a matter of choice. While I have, here shown an 
amplifier in which the attenuation of the low 
frequencies occurs between successive amplifier 
tubes at the transmitter, it may be advisable to 
give the transmitting amplifier a flat characteris 
tic, and to place the equalizer at the receiving 
end of the system, either as a part of an amplifier 
or as a separate network. 
While the system has been shown as adapted 

to an electrical system of scanning, it is obvious 
that the method is perfectly general, and that 
double or multiple aperture scanning, either With 
concentric or with separately positioned aper 
tures, may be practiced with any scanning Sys 
term yet proposed. 

Other modifications are the use of interme 
diate apertures, or, carrying this idea to the limit, 
an aperture which shades by continuous gradua 
tions from ful transparency at the center to full 
opacity at the edge, comprising in reality an in 
definitely large number of Superposed apertures. 
This arrangement will give a continuously falling 
frequency characteristic, instead of the stepped 
characteristic of the double aperture device. “Ef 
fective transparency' refers to "transparency' 
as it affects the intensity of the resultant signal, 
regardless of apparent transparency as deter 
mined by eye. 

I claim: 
1. A scanning apparatus having an aperture of 

relatively large dimension in the direction of its 
traversal of the picture field, and a second aper 
ture of relatively small dimension in Said direc 
tion, each of said areas effectively defining a pro 
portionate area of said field for transmission, and 
means for effecting the simultaneous Scanning of 
an object with saidi apertures. 

2. A scanning apparatus having a large aper 
ture of relatively low effective transparency and 
a smaller aperture of higher effective transpar 
ency, and means for effecting the simultaneous 

3. 
Scanning of an object with said apertures, each 
of Said apertures effectively defining a propor 
tionate elementary area, for transmission. 

3. A scanning apparatus having a large aper 
ture of relatively low effective transparency and 
a. Smaller aperture of higher effective transpar 
ency centraly positioned with respect thereto, 
and means for effecting the simultaneous Scan 
ning of an object With said apertures, each of said 
apertures effectively defiming a proportionate elle 
mentary area for transmission. 

4. A System for the transmission of electrical 
impulses to produce pictures comprising means 
for producing a picture current comprising low 
frequency alternating components only, addi 
tional means for producing a picture current 
comprising both low and high frequency con 
ponents, and means for simultaneously transmit 
ting said picture currents. 

5. A system for the transmission of electrical 
impulses to produce pictures comprising means 
for producing a picture current comprising low 
frequency alternating components only, addi 
tional means for producing a picture current 
Comprising both low and high frequency con 
ponents, means for simultaneously transmitting 
Said picture currents, and means for proportion 
alizing, the high and low frequency components 
in the combined currentS. 

6. A transmitter for producing electrical im 
pulses to form pictures comprising means for 
analyzing the object to be pictured into elements 
of relatively large area, synchronously operated 
means for analyzing the object into elements of 
Smaller area, and means for supplying electrical 
Currents corresponding to the illumination of 
each of Said elementary areas. 

7. A. transmitter for producing electrical im 
pulses to form pictures comprising means for 
analyzing the object to be pictured into elements 
of relatively large area, synchronously operated 
means for analyzing the object into elements of 
Smaller area, means for supplying electrical cur 
rents corresponding to the illumination of each 
of said elementary areas, and means for propor 
tionalizing the high and low frequency compo 
nents in said currents. 
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8. In a system for transmitting electrical im 
pulses for the formation of pictures, means for 
forming an image of the object to be pictured, 
means for analyzing said image into relatively 
large elementary areas, means for analyzing Said 
image into Smaller elementary areas, a Source of 
electric current, and means for modulating said 
current in accordance with the intensity of each 
Of Said image area.S. 

9. In a System for transmitting electrical im 
pulses for the formation of pictures, means for 
forming an image of the object to be pictured, 
means for analyzing said image into relatively 
large elementary areas, means for analyzing Said 
image into Smaller elementary areas, a source of 
electric current, means for modulating said cur 
rent in accordance with the intensity of each of 
Said image areas, and an equalizer for attenuat 
ing the low frequency components in said modu 
lated current as compared to the high frequency 
components. 

10. A transmitter of electrical impulses for the 
formation of pictures comprising means for form 
ing an electrical image of the object to be pic 
tured, means for defecting Said image in ac 
cordance with a predetermined time Schedule, a 
target arranged to receive a portion of the com 
ponent electrons of said image, a shield for Said 
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hedule, a targe ?- : 
a portion of the componen 

ectrons of sa 

larger than the screen mesh. 
15. A photo-electric apparatus comprising a 

Surface Operative to initiate an electrical dis 
charge corresponding to the illumination thereof, 
an electrode positioned to accelerate said dis 
charge, a target in the path of said discharge, a 
shield for said target having an aperture therein, 
a Screen covering Said aperture, said screen being 
partially transparent to the discharge and having 
a Smaller and more transparent aperture therein, 
and means for deflecting said discharge. 

16. A photo-electric apparatus comprising a 
Surface operative to initiate an electrical dis 
charge corresponding to the illumination thereof, 
an electrode positioned to accelerate said dis 
charge, a target in the path of said discharge, 
a shield for said target having an aperture there 
in, a Screen covering said aperture, said screen 
being partially transparent to the discharge and 
having a Smaller and more transparent aperture 
therein, and means for forming an optical image 
on Said surface. 

17. A photo-electric apparatus comprising a 
Surface operative to initiate an electrical dis 
charge corresponding to the illumination thereof, 
an electrode positioned to accelerate said dis 
charge, a target in the path of said discharge, a 
Shield for Said target having an aperture therein, 
a Screen covering said aperture, said screen being 
partially transparent to the discharge and hav 
ing a Smaller and more transparent aperture 
therein, means for forming an optical image on 
Said Surface, and means for focusing the electri 

surface operative to initiate an electrical dis 
imprising a 

charge corresponding to the illumination thereof, 
an electrode positioned to accelerate said dis 
charge, a target in the path of said discharge, a 
shield for said target having an elongated aper 
ture therein, and a screen covering said aperture, 
Said Screen being partially transparent to the 
discharge and having a more highly transparent 
Central aperture. 

23. The method of electrical picture transmis 
son which comprises the steps of simultaneously 
dissecting the picture area to be transmitted into 
Superposed elementary areas having different 
limits, generating picture impulses corresponding 
to the mean illumination of each of said areas, and transmitting the combined impulses. 

24. The method of electrical picture transmis 
Sion which comprises the steps of simultaneously 
dissecting the picture area to be transmitted into 
Superposed elementary areas having different 
limits, generating picture impulses corresponding 
to the mean illumination of each of said areas 
and having intensities and frequency limits corre 
Sponding thereto, transmitting the combined im 
pulses, and equalizing said impulses to provide 
proper relative proportions of their component frequencies. 

25. The method of electrical picture transmis 
Sion which comprises the steps of simultaneously 
dissecting the picture area into a plurality of se 
ries of different superposed elementary areas to 
produce a plurality of trains of picture impulses, 
and combining said trains of impulses to repro 
duce the picture. 
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26. The method of electrical picture transmis 

sion which comprises the steps of scanning the 
picture area simultaneously with a plurality of 
apertures of differing configuration, generating 
picture impulses having different frequency Com 
ponents corresponding to said apertures, and 
utilizing the combined impulses to reproduce the 
picture. 

27. The method of electrical picture transmis 
Sion which comprises the steps of Scanning the 
picture area simultaneously with a plurality of 
apertures, transmitting a picture current corre 
Sponding to the additive effect of Said apertures 
and utilizing Said picture current to reproduce the 
picture. 

PHILo T. FARNSwoRTH. 


